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Richard Slee, communications@qcyc.ca
This is the first issue of
the Clipper for 2012. I
would like to thank
Philip Rodrigues who
created the art design
and layout for this
issue for a great job.
Our first issue of the
year contains updates
from your Board of
Directors on what they
have done so far and
what plans they have for the rest of the year.
The front page shows the construction of our new
mast crane a major accomplishment of the former
and present Yard Chairs and a lot of contributions
and hard work by our members (see individual
Board reports for details). We also have profiles of
our new Commodore, Ken Owens and of Member
Mark MacRae. Nickolay Roshtansky shares his
winter project of building a model sailboat. Captain
Dave Matthews remembers his experiences at
QCYC and his yacht Tao. Geoff and Lesley
Heathcote have a pile of fantastic events coming up
that are listed on the last page and detailed in
Geoff's report. On the inside cover of the last page
we provide detailed important information on bar
hours, tender schedules, and calendars. Enjoy and
please give me your feedback for improving the
Clipper.
As a reminder, we have several ways to communicate with our members. The Quick Clipper allows
the Board to communicate timely information to
you. If you are not subscribed and would like to be,
please send me an email. I would like to thank the
Moderator Jim Neundorf who continues to do an
outstanding job on the Quick Clipper and to
Lawrence Reiber for providing and maintaining the
list server. Our QCYC Webmaster Mark MacRae
has entirely rebuilt the website using content
management software that will improve the timeliness of material on the site and gives members their
continued page 12
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Board Updates
Commodore

Vice Commodore

Ken Owen, commodore@qcyc.ca
The winter that never
was has given way to
spring and that means
another full sailing
season is just around
the corner. For the
first time in a long
time launch won’t be
choreographed by
Steve Hills and our
new Yard Chair,
Randy Benoit, will be leading the effort. He’s got
big shoes to fill but we have every confidence
things will go as smoothly as ever.
While the sailing season is just getting started,
your Board has been hard at work since January
making plans not only for this year but also taking
a long view of what will be needed to keep the
successes of the past several years coming. And it
seems being successful in the future is going to
have to involve figuring out what to do with a full
club because applications for membership continue at a steady pace.
Some long standing members will remember the
days of the 80’s when there were more Senior
members with boats than there were moorings
available. New members had to find a slip in a
marina on the island or elsewhere and wait until a
mooring became available for their boat in the
lagoon. But for many of us, there has always been
plenty of room and no problem with finding a spot
for that new, bigger boat. In more recent times as
the lagoon gradually filled up there was flexibility
with moorings made temporarily available by
members going cruising, boats in sick bay or otherwise not occupying their assigned slip and “gypsying” was used to buy time for a permanent mooring to be available for new members. As the
lagoon plan looks now, we will for the first time
since the 80’s, not be able to accommodate all the
Senior members who have boats. This situation
will likely create some tensions that will have to be
managed and we ask for your patience as we do
the best we can with what we have to work with.
One step that has already been taken is the formation of a small committee consisting of myself, the

Steven Hills, vicecommodore@qcyc.ca
Vice Commodore, Secretary and the Mooring and
Membership Chairs to look at establishing a more
formal set of policies and procedures that can
replace the informal, flexible approach that has
served us well when space was not at a premium.
We hope to update the Members’ Handbook with
this information as soon as possible.
Of course, the other big item on the Board’s agenda
for this year is continuing to refine the plan for the
Learn to Sail Multi-Purpose building that was the
subject of a well attended town hall meeting in
February. The objectives of the project are to
provide a safe, clean and functional space for the
Learn to Sail programs (both junior and adult)
including a means of storing our inventory of boats
and gear in a way that protects the large investment we have made in these items over the years;
to deal with the decaying inventory of buildings on
the west property boundary and providing proper
accommodations for our Tender Captains; and, to
address the shortfall in supply of lockers that has
arisen due to the growth in Senior Membership
and at the same time, provide better value to Dry
Sail members. Costs are being refined by the planning team and alternatives are being developed
that achieve the objectives at different price points,
all in an effort to get more detailed information to
the membership early in the season at another
town hall meeting. Whatever we do will be a
significant investment that will help define the
kind of club we will be in the future so an important decision is on the horizon – I urge you to look
carefully at the plans and let us know what you
think. The good news is that with the cash we have
on hand from sound financial management over
the past several years and our capacity to borrow at
reasonable rates of interest with the retirement of
the Algonquin Queen II loan in 2013, we will be
able to undertake a project we can all be proud of
without affecting membership fees in the future.
I’m looking forward to an exciting season of racing
and cruising and I hope to see you around the
Club. Feel free to drop by Allure any time I’m
there and let me know what you’re thinking. Love
to hear from you.
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Welcome back for a
new season. With
winter done, although
it wasn’t much of a
winter, I am sure that
everyone is looking
forward to the season
getting under way. It
is looking to be a good
one
with
Environment Canada
forecasting warmer
than normal weather through August.
There was lots of work going on behind the scenes
over the winter. The New Mast Crane is the most
visible evidence of this work. Thanks to Nick
Mather who was key in getting the new crane
fabricated and Randy Benoit, who as the new Yard
Chair picked up the ball to help get the mast crane
erected at the Club and of course all of those
members who came out to get the foundation
prepared while ignoring their own boats in the
early spring.
Graham Dougall our Rear Commodore has been
doing his usual superlative job in getting the sailing program organized and Jacqui Cook our
Treasurer is back to keeping us on the straight and
narrow with all of our finances.
Stephanie Swatkow, our membership Chair, has
continued doing a superb job on signing up new
members which in turn has kept the Mooring
Chair, Steve Gigiel, very busy trying to juggle all
of the boats both new and old to try and accommodate everybody. At least when he wasn’t fixing
most of the mooring tires for the Med Moorings.
The Fleet Captain, Gary Hoeg has continued with
the Fleet Assessment Committee to look at the
long term requirements for our tenders while in
parallel overseeing the replacement of the transmission in the Harold Robbins as well as ongoing
maintenance work on the AQ II.
Regretfully, Chris Borgal our House Chair had to
step down for personal reasons and I want to take
this opportunity to thank him for all of his time
and effort he put into this role and hope he can get
involved again in the future. Ron Mazza, who had
been the lead on the planning work for the
proposed new Learn to Sail Building, agreed to
take on the role of House Chair. In his new posicontinued page 4
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Rear Commodore

continued from Page 3

Graham Dougall, rearcommodore@qcyc.ca

Fleet

tion, Ron is very quickly getting up to speed not
only on the general challenges facing our Club
House but is also looking at our needs for better
security at the club in light of the break-ins which
occurred over the winter.
The role of Planning Chair has passed into David
Kent’s capable hands and he is already planning
for a second Town Hall meeting on the Learn to
Sail building.
Eric Whan, the Learn to Sail Chair has already
hired a full slate of Instructors hired and registrations for the summer programs are going well.
Geoff Heathcoate has already organized a packed
Entertainment schedule for the summer and Genia
Vanderkruk the Club’s Secretary has been busy
sorting out the reciprocal policies with the other
Yacht Clubs as well as keeping things organized
for the Board and Management Committee meetings.
With the changes to the City’s policy on handling
our garbage, John Heath the Grounds Chair has
spent a lot of time putting together a provisional
plan to deal with our garbage and toxic waste if and
when these changes come to pass.
Finally, how about that new web site! Richard Slee
(with the huge effort by Mark MacRae) has totally
re-vamped our web site and in his spare time has
started planning for the Club’s 125th Anniversary.
Yes the Directors have been very busy and speaking for myself, it has been and continues to be a
pleasure to work together with all of them.
I am also pleased to let you know that a lot of familiar faces will be back, with Don Ferguson back as
the Club Manager supported again by Felipe and
Dustin as groundskeepers/maintenance staff.
Chris and Matt are back as Tender Drivers again
and I want to welcome Rob and Silke and their
Allset crew who are back again to run the restaurant and bar.
We will be adding a new face to the Club this year
with the hiring of Chelsea Tremblay as our new
Dockmaster. She will be working Fridays through
Tuesdays starting in mid-May until September.
Her duties will include helping with visiting boats,
assisting with pump out’s, ice, monitoring the VHF
as well as manning the office so that the office will
be open longer hours and every day of the week.
So with all of this preparation work, we are off to a
great start to the Sailing season!

The Sailing Season is
upon us. Key events
are:

We certainly had our
work cut out for us
this winter with both
planned
and
unplanned projects
on the tenders. As
mentioned at the
AGM, we needed to
repair the propeller
and rudder on the
AQII. This damage
occurred at the beginning of last season when the
hydraulic ram ripped away from its’ mount allowing the rudder to swing over and hit the propeller.
Since we really didn’t have any means to haul the
boat and make the necessary repairs, we operated
the vessel at reduced speed for the entire season.
We had no choice but to wait until winter to tackle
this job, which we did with great success. The
propeller was removed and sent away for repair.
The rudder was a little more problematic and could
not be completely removed, but was nonetheless
repaired with new fiberglass. These repairs were
only finished by Easter Weekend. As a result, any
desire we may have had to launch the AQII earlier,
was restricted by the fact that the boat was not
operational because the rudder and propeller were
still being repaired and not yet attached.

Wednesday, May
9th - Participant's
Meeting
Wednesday, May
16th
–
1st
Wednesday Night
Race
Saturday, May 19th - Sailpast (see Sailpast article in this Clipper) and www.qcyc.ca
Information the educational sessions will be on
the web site and the QuickClipper
Please book early for the Sail Past Banquet.
More information on club events will be posted at
the Club, on the Club’s web site and distributed by
QuickClipper.
As we want to catalogue the club’s trophies and
determine what repairs are necessary, we would
greatly appreciate if all trophies care returned by
Saturday, June 30th.
There have been major changes to PHRF-LO this
year. So, as part of this year’s Participation
Meeting, John Crawley, PHRF-LO District
Handicapper for Toronto West, will be doing a
presentation of these changes.
As always, we are looking for volunteers to help
with all the aspects of the Sailing Program for both
on and off the water activities. If you are interested, please contact me. And, of course work hours
are awarded to Sailing Committee volunteers.
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Gary Hoeg, fleetcaptain@qcyc.ca

In order to ensure we do not repeat this damage in
the future new metal supports were fabricated to
help strengthen and reinforce the mount holding
the hydraulic ram in place.
We decided to wait until after our inspection
before tackling this job, otherwise these improvements might have complicated the inspection
process. As mentioned before, strong winds stress
the steering system when the AQII backs away
from the dock. In fact, we documented 45 knot
winds in the harbour on the holiday Monday after
Easter, which are the kinds of conditions which
can damage the boat’s steering. By strengthening
the supports for the hydraulic ram, we believe we
are in a much better position to deal with this kind
of severe weather and thereby reduce the risk of

Board Updates
any potential damage in the future.
Some of our unplanned projects centred on the
Robbins. Shortly after launching the boat we
noticed a leak in the hull. This required us to delay
the Early Bird tender schedule by a week while the
necessary repairs were made. On the planned
side, however, we do believe our transmission
problems have finally been solved. It appears the
vessel was over propped. The large propeller that
was on the boat did not give the recommended
clearances between the blades and the hull. This
caused unnecessary vibration which stressed the
transmission. By replacing the propeller with a
correctly sized one we’ve essentially eliminated
the side thrust on the transmission which was
causing the seals to constantly pop out of place.
You will notice that the boat runs much quieter
and smoother than before. By reducing the vibration and noise that existed previously it gives the
impression the boat is not going as fast as it
should, but in reality the maximum hull speed for
the Robbins is six knots which is essentially what
the boat does now at cruising speed.
I’d really like to thank a number of individuals for
their help in getting the tenders ready for the
season. Laurence Concannon was a huge help
with the Robbins from the hull repair to the transmission replacement. While working with him it
became obvious that he is very knowledgeable and
not just another pretty face! Likewise David
Pitcher is in the same category. I’m still not sure
how he managed to remove the propeller from the
AQII without using the crane and then managed
to reattach the propeller all by himself. The man is
obviously much stronger than he looks! I’d also
like to thank Paul Horne for the work he did on
the hydraulic steering upgrade on the AQII, as
well as helping us with the Robbins. As always
Paul is our go to guy whenever we need to get a job
done and this case was no exception. I’d also like
to acknowledge Peter Steele-Mosey for his help
with the transmission installation and Whitney
Webster for all the electrical work on the tenders.
Now that Whitney has lost so much weight we can
fit him into even tighter spaces to do more electrical work for us!

House

Ron Mazza, house@qcyc.ca
Welcome back to the
Island for the 2012
sailing season. Your
clubhouse awaits to
serve your needs.
But as most of you I’m
sure have already
heard, we had our
share of unwanted
visitors over the
winter, but this time
not of the usual four legged furry kind. The clubhouse was broken into several times over a two
month period and in addition to damage to the
building, audio and office equipment was stolen.
There were apparently also break-ins elsewhere
on the Island during that period. The police were
contacted and increased their patrols around the
club over the winter.
We are presently reviewing the security aspects of
the grounds and building. However, due to the
clubs relatively isolated location it is not realistically possible to make it entirely secure. If someone wants to break into the club buildings they
will find a way. We are, however, reviewing what
can reasonably be done to make it more difficult to
do so. To that end, we have sought the advice of
Russell Sergiades (Outward Bound) on locking
systems. But the ultimate solution may be simply
not to store anything of value at the club over the
winter.
Silke and Rob Miller in the form of All Set
Hospitality will again be back this year running
the restaurant and providing food at special
events over the summer. Welcome back Silke and
Rob! Gary Baker(The Shadow) is again looking
after the dining room needs chairing that subcommittee. Thank you Gary.

the new chairs was also provided by Terry and
Nancy Hofkirchner (Mi Vida Loca), Carol
Hamilton (Tapas), and Allie Baxter (Knot Jafs and
the pointy end of a Star). Silke also went way
beyond the call of duty in the time she has put in
working with Michele on the chairs and windows.
New outdoor Bistro sets and chairs have been
purchased and are presently in Silkes garage waiting transport to the Island. In addition Michele
has selected and picked up the new tablecloths
and overlays, new centrepieces, new lights, new
ceiling fans (these ones will actually move air!),
AND repainted the walls. There is also a new
Menu board completed...more painting! Bruce
Forbes was not sitting idly by while Michele was
doing all this. Bruce upholstered all the chairs
with the help of an pneumatic upholstery stapler
borrowed from Jake Deal (Scott Won) and is doing
the electrical work of installing the new lights and
ceiling fans and most importantly, consoling
Michele when things didn't go according to plan.
The walls will also be decorated with some
wonderful old photos of Queen City provided by
Richard Slee (Century Caprice), our resident
historian and Communications chair. I think you
will be impressed with the work done. Thanks to
everyone involved.
You will also very soon see the new trophy case
installed at the top of the main stairs outside the
dining room. A large thank you to Nick Mather
(Ascend) for his efforts in accomplishing that.
As with any building the size and age of our main
clubhouse, there is a long list of maintenance
items that need to be addressed to get it spiffy for
the 2012 season in time for Sailpast on May 19th.
We hope to get most of those done on the May 5th
and 6th work party. So, mark those days on your
calendar and bring your best painting and carpentry skills. See you there.

You will see great improvements in the dining
room due to the incredibly hard work of Michele
Forbes (Anam Caraid) with the dedicated help of a
number of members especially Moira Burgess
(Mischief) refinishing the new dining room chairs
and sanded and Cetoled the windows. Help with
Photo by Jill Stewart
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Grounds

Yard

The time between haul out and launch passes
quickly: Christmas Party, Boat Show, Ground Hog
Day, Commodore’s Ball, a few curling or pool
games and it is time to sand paint, wax and launch.
It has been a learning experience so far but good
fun.

It’s been a busy time
since last fall with
several
projects
planned and executed
and firstly, I wish to
recognize and thank
all members who
contributed their time
and expertise on the
mast crane project.
Steve Hills initiated
the design and planning with oversight throughout and a special
thank you to Nick Mather and his team for the
technical design, construction and installation of
the crane. Without your unwavering commitment
Nick, the project would have been much more
onerous and costly. Thank you. It was also gratifying that many new members volunteered for the
foundation and forming work to the concrete pouring and patio stone work. A thank you to Paul
Horne for arranging an excavator to dig the hole at
a small cost – I think a couple of bottles of the usual
libation – and to Mike and Rick Veenhuizen who
also provided not only expertise in building the
forms but also pressed one of their employees into
service . A hearty hats off to all and I’m going to

John Heath, grounds@qcyc.ca

Plans are underway to explore and expand our
locker facilities. New tables have arrived for
parties throughout the summer. A new BBQ is
here for Doug and/or Bob for various events. A
new gate will be erected to match the existing one a
south end of the yard. Tree trimming is about to
start for the safety of us, our boats and the good
health of trees in the yard area. I have had some
much appreciated volunteers for selecting and
plantings in the yard, suggestions are welcome!
We are going to get the walkway from the club
house to the winch hours area reset with new slabs
and maybe even get them level!
I have had some volunteering for assistance to
improve the bike area and we will work on that
shortly.
The garbage compound is going to get cleaned up
and amended so we can be environmentally
friendly and compliant as well. Suggestions and
assistance appreciated.

Randy Benoit, yard@qcyc.ca

There is clean up work in preparation for Sail Past
and general clean up of our common grounds and
more specifically around our locker blocks and
along the west fence behind the various cabins and
storage buildings.
I will anxiously be looking for a few volunteers
from time to time to assist in making this a cleaner
and safer place to enjoy our favourite pastime!
Looking forward to sharing in some friendship
some work parties and time shared together in our
beautiful club setting with one of the best view in
the city!
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name you all in the next Clipper once the project is
completed. I believe the crane is a significant
enhancement to the Club which will provide many
years of service and handle whatever masts are
lifted now or in the future.
I am considering expanding the dry sail area to
relieve existing space pressure as well as to be able
to accommodate new dry sail members to the Club.
I will be getting input from current dry sailors and
hope to make it a project for this group to take on
and provide the required work and resources.
The dinghy shed interior will be reconfigured this
season to allow for better and secure utilization of
equipment resources and storage capacity. Yep
you guessed it, another work party but it should be
straight forward and not too time consuming.
There will be more to come on this.
As of this writing, launch is about to occur in a few
days and by the time you read this, I expect a
successful one and being my first as Yard Chair,
hopefully it was smooth without problems. It’s the
one activity where all members have the opportunity to work side by side and share camaraderie
and new members to get the feel of our club spirit,
learning our unique boat handling system.
This completes my report and as always I’m available for and open to your input and suggestions.
Have a great beginning to the sailing season and
Fair Winds!

Board Updates
Membership

Stephanie Swatkow, membership@qcyc.ca
Sailing season is
about to begin and
Queen City Yacht
Club is in full swing.
As I write this article
the yard is busy with
members prepping
their boats for launch.

It’s at this point I want to sing the praises of Steve
Gigiel, our Moorings Chair. Chess is a game of
strategy and tactics - strategy consists of setting
and achieving long-term goals during the game –
for example, where to place different pieces –
while tactics concentrate on immediate maneuver.
The game of moorings is very much the same and
Steve’s like a champion chess player.

I’m not sure if the
unusually
warm
weather had anything
to do with it, but membership was incredibly active
throughout the winter. I was bombarded with
enthusiastic inquiries about the club on an almost
daily basis. To date we already have 6 new senior
memberships as well as several new dry sail and
associate memberships.

Steve’s been blessed (or cursed) with the job of
making sure we can accommodate each new boat
coming into the Club. This was particularly challenging in January, when it looked as though we
might not have space for any new members – and a
few of last year’s new members not assigned a
permanent mooring! As the weeks passed, updates
on members leaving the club, not launching or
planning a season’s trip out of the club were passed
on to Steve. With his wit and sense of humour left

This is fantastic news because, as you may have
noticed, new blood in the
Club keeps things fresh
and enthusiasm high. I
think you’ll agree that each
one of last year’s new
members made a great
addition to the Club.
While I get very excited
about the prospective new
members I meet, I have to
temper my enthusiasm
with the fact that our
Club’s mooring space is
limited. This is such a challenge for me because I get
caught up in the excitement
with each potential new
member as they decide that
QCYC is the Club they
want to belong to and of
course, the place they want
to keep their boat. Ideally
these two objectives should
go hand in hand, but for the
first time in many years
we’ve had to resort to a
waiting list for moorings.
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intact he was able to find a spot for eight boats!
Unfortunately, there is still a waiting list and the
list is based on seniority. This means it’s incredibly important for anyone considering a QCYC
membership and wanting to keep their boat at the
Club to get their application in as quickly as possible to secure seniority. If you’re thinking of getting
a bigger boat, I recommend you speak with Steve
first to ensure your boat will fit. It’s important not
to assume that you’ll be able to ‘grow’ your boat
and still fit in the same mooring.
I’m really excited about the coming season. It’s
going to be action packed and a lot of fun. I also
look forward to introducing you to our new
members in the next issue of the Clipper.

Board Updates
Treasurer

Moorings

What is new in the
things that affect the
dollars and sense of
our club?

In hindsight, getting myself elected to the Grounds
Chair’s job might have been a better idea. He has a
lawn with room for a swimming pool and a couple
of ponies. I don’t have either.

First, this spring we
established the ability
for members to
choose to pay their
bill via Internet
Banking. Currently,
we are enabled with
CIBC, PC Bank, Scotiabank, TD Canada Trust
and Royal Bank. BMO will be enabled April 24th.
This change was made at the request of members
and to facilitate easy payment of Spring and Fall
bills. Members can also continue to pay via
cheque, debit and credit cards.

Moorings has 153 documented slips, made up of
54 med moorings, 97 dock spots, and two broad
side to a wall. We have over 153 senior members
looking for a place in the sun for their yacht, and
one barge. In the last 12 years we’ve gone from 10
empty slips to being totally full. This is good but
makes for interesting times. I ask the long-time
seniors to bear with the juniors “gypsying” around
the lagoon. For the Juniors by the time they learn
your name it’s time to move on.

Jacqueline Cook, treasurer@qcyc.ca

Please remember, our contract with the Credit
Card companies forbids the club from maintaining a record of credit card numbers. Please don’t
ask the Office to keep your number on file for a
future payment.
Second, the City is discontinuing flat rate water
billing. Presently, water in the Yard and at the
Moorings is billed at a flat rate. We pay the same
price regardless of the amount of water we collectively use. This is changing. At some point the
city will install a water meter (or maybe two).
Then we will be charged for each gallon of water
we consume. This includes the gallons lost to dripping taps, hoses running into the lake when not
being used and all the other little ways water can
be wasted. So the next time you turn on a tap,
remember you are paying for each drop.

Steve Gigiel, moorings@qcyc.ca

The med moorings use 60 tyres, chains and blocks.
From last fall through April of this year we have
built and replaced approximately 15 tyres. Many
thanks to Frank Bushe, John McLeod, Alan Bean,
Rick Brough, Mel Highmore, Mike Veenhuizen
and Jeff.
The spring task will be to fix and replace all
broken boards and fixtures on the docks. You need
to start volunteering now, or the repairs won’t get
done.
I’ve always supposed that the clientele of the
Moorings’ Chair were the senior members and
their floating things. It turns out that my major
clientele are the mussels. We do not have a mussel
farm. Urbanization has arrived in the lagoon and

As is our tradition, I will be presenting the
Expense Budget at the Spring Meeting. I can tell
you that as of the writing of this report we continue to be in good financial shape. Since our moorings are full and existing and new members of all
types are signing up for this year, our membership
and mooring revenues are ahead of this time last
year.
I look forward to seeing you at the club.
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we now have towns and cities. The tyres are being
dragged down by a combination of mussels growing on the tyres and chains and mussels growing
on lines left on the tyres since the dawn of time, the
latter I like to think are guests of the senior
member. These colonies lead to a doubling or
tripling in tyre weight. Members must remove all
unused lines throughout the year and all lines,
including pick-up lines and miscellaneous pieces
of “stuff“, at the end of the season. At the end of
the season the tyres should not be tied to the shore,
but allowed to float as high as possible so they can
dry out a bit over winter and not be submerged by
the rising spring water. The barge motor is very
experienced at chopping up submerged lines.
About now you may be one of 97 thinking, “Give
thanks for my dock”. Not so fast. Mussels grow on
lines hanging into the water and from anything
else, including docks, so remove what is not being
used. The frames and under sides are prime
mussel country. Run a loop of rope down the
underside of the supporting pontoon and get the
interlopers out of there.
There is a change to the OOD program this year.
We, with Rick Brough coordinating, are scheduling half days. These should be less stressful on
busy days and less mind numbing on quiet days.
With all that said, it’s time to wish you a totally
awesome summer of sailing and, as Moorings’
Chair, “Safe Harbour”.

Board Updates
Entertainment – The Social Side of Queen City!
Geoff Heathcote, entertainment@qcyc.ca

Our goal is to provide the membership with a wide
range of organized activities: opportunities to get
together; dance; enjoy great food; relish in traditions; listen to great music and just generally have
fun.
Over the past winter there were a number of
opportunities to renew friendships: a Christmas
gathering, Halloween and St. Paddy’s pub nights;
pool (no not swimming!); Ground Hog Day, and of
course the Commodore’s Boogie Ball. Last year’s
printed winter calendar was a first for us. We hope
you enjoyed it! There is always room for new
ideas. If you would like to try out something
‘social’ at the Club, let us know and we might be
able to give it a shot.
The 2012 Season –here’s what to
expect:
· Great Music: The best from the local
Canadian music scene. ‘How do we do it?’, we
are asked. Well it is a long process. We listen to
a lot of music. We look at the net. We audition.
Most of this ‘work’ happens in the late fall and
winter, so that we can complete our summer
calendar in time for your spring bill.

permitting, we will try for an outdoor party for
this one.
· Following QCYC’s Annual Women
Skippers’ Race, there will be a Ribfest
featuring the reggae rhythms of Riddim Riders.
Weather permitting we will have music under
the stars at this event.
· Love it or hate it... Karaoke is coming back! At
Weenie Roast, lube your vocal chords and get
ready to show your stuff! The Karaoke team is
poised for yet another bang up show!
Breaking News with the Quick
Clipper
Be in the know! The “Quick Clipper” is the club’s
official electronic newsletter, and Entertainment’s
main medium for updates! Get in on early bird pricing, event updates, and additional informal events
which are not listed on our calendar. To receive the
Quick Clipper contact communications@qcyc.ca
Organizers for
Events Wanted

Friday

Evening

· Mix it up: Avoid the ruts! We choose a mix of
genres and we try not to bring back the same
artists year-after-year; this is not easy when
many of them are just sooo good. This year’s
lineup will include a rich mix of Blues, BoogieWoogie, Celtic, Classic Rock, Jazz, Reggae,
Rock ‘n Roll, Country, R&B, and a Beatles
Tribute band. In addition, there will be “Double
Bill” Entertainment at both “Lobsterfest” &
“Pigroast”.

Entertainment is organizing three Friday night
events, but there’s always room for more! If you
want to coordinate a
Friday night of Cards,
Darts,
Sing-A-Longs,
Movie Nights, you name
it – it’s all welcome at
Queen City. If you organize it, we’ll promote it for
you.
Contact
Entertainment@qcyc.ca
with your ideas.

· Cheap, cheap, cheap: Keep those ticket
prices low! Again, we are more or less holding
our pre-tax prices to last year’s level.

Volunteers
for
Entertainment
Wanted

Especially notable for this year…

We need set-up and tear
down folks and others to
generally help make
things happen. We especially need techs with
good pairs of ears to run
the sound board. We are
also looking for anyone
with lighting expertise to
help us add some pizzazz!

· After the surprising success of Mardi Gras
Theme Night last year, how could we not
run it again? Join us in the parade around the
Club. Can you out-do the costumes from last
year?! Wear your beads, masks, or whatever
takes your fancy. After the parade, there will be
a dance party with the amazing twelve-piece
ensemble (yah, 12, this is not a typo…) called
BF Soul. We told you we were mixing it up!
Get ready for old school soul and R&B! Weather

Rock on dudes!
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Board Updates
Communications

Richard Slee, communications@qcyc.ca
The Communications
Committee
is
comprised of Richard
Slee Chair, Pat
Whetung, Lawrence
Rieber, Jim Neundorf,
Arleigh Crawford,
Christopher Sumpton
and Roz Ross. The
Committee
met
February 9, 2012 to
review and develop
the strategy for 2012 and will meet in the early fall
to evaluate outcomes.
Quick Clipper: Jim Neundorf, who did a great
job last year, will continue to act as Moderator on
Tuesdays. Our Thursday's moderator's position is
vacant and I am filling in temporally. If a member
with some technical abilities wants to earn approximately 16 work hours by spending 20 minutes
each Thursday morning, please contact me.
The Quick Clipper: continues to be an important reporting tool for Directors. We are continuing with a picture of the day from members photos
at the bottom of the Quick Clipper. Members who
do not have internet access or an email address
will continue to have the Print Clipper mailed to
them.
Print Clipper: The Clipper will be published in
full colour four times this year on May 1 (Phil
Rodrigues, Layout), June 15 (Christopher
Sumpton, Layout), August 15 (Heather Jackson,
Layout) and October 15 (Arleigh Crawford,
Layout). We have a budget for an average of 24
pages per issue. We have already published the
October issue in the fall of 2011 which had 32
pages, so future issues will have to be reduced to
meet budget. We will continue to use those software programs which volunteers are comfortable
with. Templates have been developed for MS
Publisher, QuarkXPress and Pages. The Chair
again conducted a printing tender for the year to
keep costs down.
Website: We have implemented a full revision
of the website using Content Management
Software Drupal as recommended by Jim
Neundorf and evaluated by Mark MacRae our

Webmaster and Richard Slee. The
Communications Committee reviewed the beta
version of the new website and provided valuable
feedback. Mark MacRae, the Webmaster, completed the conversion of the old Website to Dupral
(Content Management Software) and it was
launched on Tuesday March 6. Directors have
been assigned pages to keep up to date. Mark also
drafted instructions for use of the site. Mark has
done a spectacular job and the feedback from the
Club has been extremely positive. We developed a
document setting out the uses of the Members
Only Section which has been reviewed and modified as suggested by the Club's Privacy Officer,
Jeffery Imai. The Board has approved the potential
contents of the Members Only Section that when
completed will look like the following:
1) Login security features to create an account:
a) Username - chosen by member (Directors
have preset up accounts)
b) Email address- a valid email address - privacy protected.
c) Password selection with password strength
indicator
d) Requires first name, last name, address and
optionally boat name and with Senior
Members a mandatory Seniority Number.
Webmaster will check against Club Roster
for confirmation of information
e) Captcha used to verify that the applicant is a
human.
2) Three levels of access to members' only menus
(menu appears after you log-in)
a) Directors - access to all material including
their own e.g.
i) Draft minutes,
ii) Draft Reports - Director, Committee, and
special
iii) Management financial statements
iv) Policy and Guidelines that only effect the
Board e.g. Quick Clipper Guideline
b) Senior Members
i) Policies and Guidelines that only effect
Senior Members
ii) Post all finalized minutes, agendas,
reports of the Directors, SGM and AGM
documents
iii) Potential amendment of the member
information on line with an email notification to the Office
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iv) Seniority List
v) Officer of the Day
vi) Services
vii) Locker notice
viii)List of boats and information
ix) Lagoon layout with names of members
and boats
c) Other Members
i) Policies and Guidelines that effect all
members e.g. Bylaws, Handbook,
Emergency Plan
ii) Purchase event tickets online (needs to
be explored regarding feasibility and
cost)
iii) Past Quick Clippers
iv) Registrations for activities should also be
considered e.g. workparties
v) Searchable Membership database that
can be searched by surname or boat
name - and can be browsable but the
entire database cannot be seen (same
information as in the current Roster).
vi) Work Hours section with projects listed
(access by all Directors) and a report on
work hours completed by member name.
3) Additional Security Features
1. Privacy Policy to be posted on the first page
of the member-only section.
2. CMS programmed to indicate members
inactivity after 6 months - Webmaster will
attempt to contact the member via email.
However if the member responds that they
want to keep the account it will continue and
be reviewed at the fiscal year end. If there is
no response or the answer is no then the
account will be deactivated.
3. Communications Chair will review new
Roster after May 31 to determine who is no
longer a member and will inform the
Webmaster what accounts to terminate.
In conjunction with the new website, Phil
Rodrigues and Mark MacRae have developed a
joint tender database that can be updated by the
Office and the Tender Captain and will show on
the front page of the website. Philly and Mark are
also using the data base for an Apple/Android app
for (smart phones and IPods) for displaying
Tender and Ferry schedules.
continued page 12

125th Anniversary

QCYC 125th Anniversary Committee
Richard Slee, communications@qcyc.ca

The QCYC 125 Anniversary Committee was
constituted by the Board of Directors of the Queen
City Yacht Club on October 20, 2011 by a motion
that we establish a Committee for the planning of a
125th Anniversary, chaired by Richard Slee. The
members are Richard Slee Chair, Wayne Lilley
Advisor, Pat Whetung, Tony Araujo, Joan Allison,
Roz Ross and Genia Vanderkruk. The Committee
held its first meeting on February 16, 2012 when it
approved a Draft Terms of Reference that were
then approved by the Board on March 22, 2012.

(1989 - 2015) and any historically significant materials from earlier periods. Scan, photograph and
place on the website all historical materials identified and researched. Research history (old
Clippers, documents, archival materials) and write
articles for the Clipper. Update the Centenary
Book, add the last 25 years and produce a 125
Anniversary Book for the membership for publication in 2015 (incorporating the celebrations in
2014). Develop criteria on records retention including hard and digital copy.

The Committee set out the following primary
goals: Canvas members for ideas to celebrate the
125th Anniversary. Collect documents, pictures,
videos from members relating to the last 25 years.
Define, organize and deliver a number of activities
to celebrate the 125th anniversary of the Club in
2014. Collect, organize and transfer to the Archives
of Toronto historical material for the last 25 years

And secondarily: Establish a plaque naming all the
founding members and shareholders. Take photos
and short bios of all embers in 2014. Hold fund raising events over the next two years using pictures
and videos collected to highlight the Committee's
work. Have regular reports and points of interest
published in the Clipper. Promote the activities by
developing marketing materials e.g. Logo,
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YouTube videos, press releases, promo items (TShirts, regalia, burgees). Use website for materials
with regular announcements in Quick Clipper of
interesting updated items. Plan and support a
125th Anniversary Regatta in consultation with
the Rear Commodore. Organize events to collect
materials and interview older members. Create a
time capsule for 2014.
Tentative Plan for 2012
Develop a Communications plan and brand to
establish the Committee's presence at the Club to
promote the 125th Anniversary. Get people
involved, contributing, excited and make it cool.
Hold two "Antique Road Show" events to encourage older members to come out and share memorabilia and to be interviewed. Newer members
should be encouraged to come out to these events
continued page 12

Continued...
Editor’s Note

Communications

QCYC 125th

continued from Page 2

continued from Page 10

continued from Page 11

own secure area. If you haven't all ready registered
please do so. Check out the pictures from the
Commodore's Ball and the building of the Mast
Crane. Thank you to the members who provided
the great pictures. To find our Facebook page or our
YouTube Channel, just click on the icons on the
right menu on the home page of our website. We
also have two twitter accounts: QCYCTOG Communications and QCYCTOR – Racing, that I
would encourage you to join depending on your
interests.

New Forms of Communication: (Twitter,
YouTube and Facebook). We set up two Twitter
accounts QCYCTOG - General and QCYCTOR –
Racing. Communications also needs to explore
group pages for racing on QCYC Facebook page
with Lesley Heathcote. We would like members
who create videos to post them on the QCYC
Video YouTube Channel. We will pursue and
promote these new forms of communications with
Club members. We have placed linking icons on
the website on the bottom of the right menu.

I am always looking for contributions. Writing a
piece for the Clipper is a great way to earn hours
and if you need ideas, I have lots. Just contact me at
communications@qcyc.ca.

Promotional Activities: We will be participating in Doors Open Toronto (see the City of
Toronto's website at http://www.toronto.ca/doorsopen/history.htm) on May 26 and 27. We need
volunteers to act as guides and docents. Please
contact me. We will also support and participate in
the Grannies for Africa fund raising Toronto
Island House Tour on June 10, 2012.

and share the discoveries with older members. The
first road show event could be held on the afternoon of New Members Night on June 2. Hold two
movie nights using old video clips and pictures of
QCYC in June and September. Install projector
and screen in Great Hall (funds approved in the
fall and confirmed at March meeting of the Board).
Raffle off QCYC Centennial Book (30) at Club
Events. Promote history and 2014 Anniversary
through Open Doors Toronto Event (May 26 and
27) and Grannies for Africa - Island House Tour
event on June 10.
We will need your support, ideas, contributions
and participation if we are to make our 125th
Anniversary in 2014 a year to remember. Please
contact me to volunteer.

QCYC winter charity pool league first division champs are
Jim Thorndycraft, Brian Taylor and Beatrice Warren
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2012 LORC Events

Photos by John Fursdon
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Commodore’s Boogie Ball

Photos by Richard Slee, Graham Segger, Neil Macdonald and Jim Dow
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Work Parties

Photos by Graham Segger, Jim Dow Peter Broecker and Pat Whetung
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Board Member Profile
Commodore Ken Owens
Richard Slee

most recently Director of Facilities and Property
Management. In this job he oversaw the construction, operations, maintenance and repair of the
City's 5 million square feet of buildings and all
aspects of property management and real estate.
His work experience has served the Club well in
his capacities of Grounds, House and Vice
Commodore and this year with the contemplation
of a new structure he is eminently qualified to lead
the Club in this development.

It is always very interesting to find out the background of our Commodores. The Commodores of
QCYC have all been extremely interesting people
with very different backgrounds. They all bring a
unique set of knowledge and skills to the Club that
benefits us all.
What is really interesting about Ken is he never
really sailed before 2000. He decided on a beach in
the Caribbean that winter that sailing looked like
fun and could be a retirement activity for himself
and his wife Deanna. They came back from the
warmth of the south and took lessons from
Humber College, and was invited aboard John and
Bobbie DiLallo's boat Quickbeam for Sailpast
(Deanna was at the same school as Bobbie D at the
time and they were friends). By August they had
their first boat, a CS 30 (also called Allure).
Ken's first work party project was the renovation
of the old Yellow docks. He says he had all kinds
of fun in the freezing cold and rain that fall! (True
QCYC spirit that). Dwight and John D plied him
with liquor and got him to commit to serving on
the Board as Grounds Chair a few years later and
the rest, they say, is history.
He became Grounds Chairman in 2004 and his
first big project was renovating the water distribution system. That's when the big green chamber
appeared. Before that all our water came into a
wooden box underground which, of course filled
with groundwater. There was galvanized, copper
and plastic pipes joined together with mysterious
valves (some of which actually worked) in a
tangled mess of elbows and tees. It was a miracle
no one got sick - credit goes to John and Ed Dilallo
and the sterilizing effects of rum! He continued to
serve as Ground Chairman in 2005 and 2006.

the Management Committee that manages the day
to administration of the Club. It is similar to a
CEO's position, whereas the Commodore is like a
Chairman of the Board.
He retired from public service on April 1, 2012. He
spent the first half of his career in conservation
authorities managing properties and projects and
then went on to the City of Mississauga and was

Then he went to House in 2007, just at the time
that the discussion ended and the work began on
the renovation to the Men's washroom. He spent
a lot of quality time with the Veenhuizen brothers
on that one! He served as House Chair for three
years, a time when many improvements were
made to the Club.
After all this experience he went on the serve as
Vice-Commodore for the two years until elected as
Commodore this year. For those newer members
who might not know, the Vice-Commodore heads
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What has always drawn Ken to Queen City is the
lack of pretense. He mused that "maybe it's the
park setting but it's just such a down to earth,
homey place. The self help philosophy made it
easy to meet fellow members and get to be part of
our little community. Things have changed since I
first joined, however. There's a lot more regulation and concern with liability that makes it harder and harder for us to manage the club with a do
it yourself approach. So we have to try a little
harder to get to know everyone."
He also emphatically stated that "we're still the
place everyone wants to be, as shown by our
strong membership growth. This has resulted in a
full lagoon. I think our future lies in expanding on
our dry sail facilities and attracting new dry sail
members, and our strong racing tradition will
surely help us in this."

Member Profile
Mark MacRae
Richard Slee

Mark MacRae is
everyone's dream
Club member. When
he joined QCYC in
2009 he leapt right
into contributing to
the Club in significant ways. He has
been Chair of the
QCYC Regatta for
the past several years.
Under his direction, the QCYC Open Regatta has
increased in numbers and respect amongst racers
in the GTA area. In 2011 he became the Club's
webmaster and this winter he rebuilt the entire
website using content management software and
finally gave the members a secure section for Club
information. He actively races his yacht Panache,
both in club events and in outside events such as
the LORC Open Regatta Series.
Mark is one interesting guy. His is another story
of corruption by our beloved Queen City Yacht
Club. But lets us start from the beginning:
He was born in 1978 in Fredericton, New
Brunswick on the same day as his mother's, great
grandmother's, and Queen Victoria's birthdays.
He started playing the piano before age 5 and
eventually also learned the violin, trombone,
guitar and the bagpipes (though he hasn't played
them in years). He grew up in Fredericton, but
spent every summer at the family cottage (well
"camp", by Ontario standards) on Miramichi Bay.
He started sailing about age 7. His grandfather
built a couple of Sabot Prams and he and his
cousin sailed them every summer until they literally outgrew them. They then moved up to a
Hobie 16 when they were teens and also crewed
for their grandfather on his Paceship 23, the
fastest boat on the Miramichi.
Like all boys his age, he played hockey. His father
is a Habs fan and he grew up a Bruins fan. It must
have been an interesting household though they
both hated the Toronto Maple Leafs.
He won a medal for highest standing in New

Brunswick for his grade 10 piano exam. He says he
is not sure that anyone else took the exam from
New Brunswick that year but I highly doubt he
was the only one.
His career as a song and dance man started with a
chorus role in his grade 10 high school musical (as
an aside, Canada's Opera Star, Measha
Brueggergosman, was a lead in that show). He had
so much fun he wanted to do it year round, so he
auditioned successfully for a youth song and dance
troupe that was based in New Brunswick at the
time and toured Eastern Canada, Europe and the
USA with them for three years.
He finally felt the need to get a real job, so after
high school he got a Computer Science degree
from the University of New Brunswick. He spent
the summer before his final year in University
living and working in Germany and travelling all
over Europe. After university, he found that "real
job" at a start-up IT consulting firm and worked
there for about 18 months.
He never really got away from music or performing though... he started a cappella "boy band" with
some friends and gigged around town at bars,
restaurants and hotels, just as something to do on
the side. Then they got offered a one-year gig with
Holland America Line. Mark dropped the "real
job" faster than you can say: "We want to fly you
guys out to LA to work up a show with us". The
Band were "working passengers" who performed
basically one night a week, cruising and partying
through Caribbean, Europe and Alaska... after that
kind of "job", who would want to work 80 hour
weeks behind a computer again? Unfortunately
the boy band's lead singer got married after the
cruise gig was over and the rest of the Band ended
up in different places, so Mark was back on land,
freelance IT consulting for a few months, and salting some cash away.
During this time, pretty much on a dare, Mark got
a "golden ticket" on the now-defunct reality show
"Canadian Idol", which meant a free trip to
Toronto. He didn't really like the city (and their
hockey team is terrible), but the show was fun
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though he only lasted a few episodes.
Soon after that though, Mark moved to New York
City, thinking: "If I can make it there, I can make
it anywhere". He did manage to land some gigs
that year in the Big Apple, including a small
regional production of "Cabaret" - not that many
singer/actors can play the trombone, but ultimately there was not enough work to cover the New
York lifestyle: tickets for Broadway shows, taking
voice/acting and dance classes every week, and
generally enjoying the city. Reluctantly he moved
to Toronto for the summer, with a plan to find
work quickly, and save some more money to get
him back to NYC.
This is where fate intervened in the form of Queen
City Yacht Club. After not having sailed in years
and realizing that Toronto was a Mecca for sailing
in Canada, during Mark's first week in TO, he
emailed all the yacht clubs that looked like they
were walking distance from a TTC stop to try to
get on a crew bank for racing. A couple clubs
emailed with offers of Associate membership. A
couple didn't respond at all. QCYC Board
member Pat Whetung, responded by inviting
Mark to the skippers meeting and introduced him
to a few skippers, including James Bond. Mark
crewed with Blythe Spirit for a few summers of
racing before he bought Panache and joined the
Club in 2009.
Meanwhile, a fledgling acting career has taken
shape in Toronto. Mark has performed in several
regional musicals in Ontario. Nothing on stage in
the city... yet... But he has also been working as a
commercial voice-over artist and currently can be
heard across the country on TV as the signature
voice of Kijiji.ca. He also got a part-time "Sunday
gig" as a soloist at church. Otherwise, he takes
whatever temporary work he can find to support
his sailing habit.
Basically he credits rediscovering sailing and
QCYC for foiling his plans of returning to New
York. It's been six years now and he doesn't ever
see himself moving away from Toronto now.

Looking Back...
Looking Back, Way Back
By Captain Dave Mathews

In this Year of Our
Lord 2012, reflecting
on early memories of
the Queen City Yacht
Club, each of us has
our own story to tell.
My memory flashes
back to my own very
first foray afloat down
the
now-familiar
QCYC lagoon. It was
the late 70’s. A good
breeze was pushing me along as I looked for a good
spot to get turned around. I belatedly realized there
was NO Good Spot as the dreaded bridge hove into
view. I was single-handing my recently launched
home-built trimaran, and fortunately she had a big
prop and engine. In fact TAO’s diesel featured the
same Perkins block as our own Algonquin Queen
II’s Cat engine. In this case those 135 horses easily
managed the turn using the massive reverse power
and prop-walk. So thankfully that exercise did end
well.

view/section view. Snapping chalk and fairing the
lines with a long thin ash 1x1 led to an improved
understanding of the ultimate profile and to some
quick changes to achieve a better appearance, such
as pulling the main hull chines up in a nice curve at
the stern, to meet an added reverse sheer transom.
This along with bow modifications yielded a LOA
of 60 feet. Beam was 28 feet, draft 6 feet and the
cutter rig I extracted from a book of British yacht
designs by Illingworth and Primrose. The main
cabin measured 16 ft. x 10 ft. plus there were 5
double cabins. The main bilge had standing headroom. The mast was 68 feet. TAO’s official net
tonnage measured 53.15; the stays were 7/16”
diameter – hand spliced by yours truly, and the
sheets were ?” diameter, to give an idea of the scale.
As some of you DIYers would agree, we do learn a
lot of “stuff”!
TAO was built in one piece, upside down – not
three separate hulls put together. The traditional
oak ship’s wheel was 56” diameter, purloined by a
friend from “a source.” You may have heard the
expression: “Show me a boat-builder, and I’ll show
you a thief?” The launching dolly I made from
16x16 timbers, 22 ft. steel I-beams, and 12 semitrailer tires, hauled into the lake by the tug I
discretely lured from the nearby Pickering nuclear
plant’s construction, via a burlap sack filled with
bottles of vintage whiskey and rum. Now THAT
was a DAY!
Returning to the above QCYC lagoon situation,
inquiring minds might ask: “What was the occasion?”

The ten years leading up to this slice of time had
been spent with my every possible spare moment,
evenings and weekends, engaged in TAO’s
massive building project. This took place in my
backyard on the shore of Frenchman’s Bay on the
spit near the channel. Lofting the plans full size in
those pre-CAD days required 5 days, with my
friends and me crawling around the floor of the
Dunbarton high school gymnasium. We were
creating a virtual boat on a piece of Kraft paper
stuck together 60 feet by 30 feet, with frame
stations every 24 inches, top view/side

Explanation: It was during this time-frame that a
British adventurer with a trimaran had set out to
participate in the single-handed Around the World
Race. It was subsequently discovered by Francis
Chichester that he’d been faking his radio reported
positions, reporting the rounding of Cape Horn
and other fabrications. The truth was his “voyage”
consisted of sailing 16,000 miles around in the
North Atlantic, and in the end he simply disappeared and his derelict un-manned trimaran was
finally discovered abandoned with sails ripped and
flapping. The book, “The Strange Last Voyage of
Donald Crowhurst” describes an imaginative interpretation of this mystery of the sea, and Toronto’s
Rosebud Films decided to make a movie, based on
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the book, titled: “Horse Latitudes.” This term
refers to the area in which Crowhurst had been
sailing in circles. Horse latitudes is an area of little
wind, where the old sail traders, if becalmed,
would only have only so much allocated feed, and
would therefore be reduced to the practice of tossing any excess horse cargo overboard. The
Producer of the film hired my TAO to portray the
trimaran in question, with the now renowned
Canadian actor Gordon Pinsent playing Donald
Crowhurst. I did all the stunts – yes, I was younger
then! And the shooting on this particular day took
place at QCYC.
The scene was on the south balcony, which did not
have a dock below at that time – just water. The
script called for Pinsent to be somewhat inebriated, shouting: “What’s this about sailing around?
I’ll SWIM around, UNDERWATER!” At this
point he jumped up on the railing, gave a drunken
leer, and leaped over. (Of course there was a big
scaffold set up with a mattress and 4 guys to catch
him just out of frame.) After the scaffolding was
moved clear, as stunt man, I donned Gordon’s
striped sailor jersey and balanced myself on the
top of the railing facing the water. My instructions
called for a front roll and a cannonball entry,
which I executed with a huge splash. The really
funny bit came later that evening at the “rushes,”
where it became evident that I had landed right on
top of a baby duck, swimming along in the lagoon
minding her own ducky business down there. Her
instant exit was visible – but probably not noticeable unless one knew to look for it. So said duck
remained as part of the footage.

Looking Back...
Another scene called for TAO to be drifting
unmanned, sails flapping, on a calm sea. The
freighter which chanced to discover her launched a
whaleboat, similar to Mark Millen’s, which
chugged towards TAO as the crew shouted: “Ahoy
TAO! Ahoy TAO!” The script called for a ghostly
silence. Problem: My crew and I were hiding below
decks, but we had failed to secure Skudgie, the
ship’s dog. He bounded up on deck barking up a
storm. “CUT, CUT” was all I could hear, along
with much laughter. Next day we were doing the
helicopter sequences, which included those looking
down at the boat drifting, with Pinsent lying passed
out on deck. The problem: That morning before
leaving dock Skudgie had chased a black squirrel
aboard which promptly ran up the rigging to the
top of the mast. All we could see was a black tail
hanging over. The director decided to proceed out
on Lake Ontario, but when the chopper arrived the
cameraman radioed: “TAO, what the HELL is a
squirrel doing on the top of the mast? We’re
supposed to be in the middle of the Atlantic!” More
laughter ensued. You may safely assume that all
concerned had a rather good time making this film.
One of the cameramen, Henri Fixs, was French and
possessed of a wicked sense of humour. We all
liked to call his home phone number, just to check
out his latest outrageous machine message. I

remember one which went like this: “Sorry, all of
our Henri Fix’s are busy. The main Henri Fix is
occupied in the backyard Bug……ring a 12 year
old boy. But call back, s’il vous plais.” And then
during takes in the rough waves, Pinsent would be
struggling with his bad case of mal de mer. After an
excellent rendition of some Speech to the Gods with
many gestures, just as soon as he completed it there
was a rush to the rail, where he would enthusiastically feed the fishes. And when a jet from Pearson
would roar overhead, “Cut, Cut.” (After all, there
could be no aircraft in the middle of the Atlantic.)
Gordon would immediately segue from his current
soliloquy, bursting into some lines of Shakespeare,
since he was working evenings at Stratford at the
time.
But my main impression of films and their making :
“everything is FAKE”! For example, when Pinsent
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was “steering” under sail, since he couldn’t quite
work out the compass routine, my job was to lie on
the cockpit sole hiding under a brown blanket with
an extra compass and flashlight, steering by grasping the bottom spoke of the wheel – just out of
frame. And to simulate really rough conditions,
again I would hide under the saloon table with
each hand holding some monofilament. On the
table’s surface among the barf droppings was a
plate of extremely unappetizing moldy green fare,
with the monofilament glued to the bottom. I
would shift the plate back and forth using the
monofilament while unseen hands pushed things
out of cupboards with huge crashing noises.
Meanwhile Queen City Yacht Club provided a
quiet haven in the midst of all this chaos. And that,
my friends, is my particular retrospective of the
Club in those early times, Looking Back, WAY
BACK!
(I’m glad to report that the film was well received
by audiences in Toronto and elsewhere)
Captain Dave Mathews has sold his Caribbean
charter operation Sail Provo and is one of the
Algonquin Queen II’s skippers. He is one of
Ontario Sailor Magazine’s writers and also
engages in yacht delivery, sail and power.
He can be reached via www.taoyachtdelivery.com

Memorial
Captain Ritchie Burnill (Ratch) Wallace
Mary Harsant

CAPTAIN RITCHIE
("RATCH")
BURNILL
WALLACE
November 7, 1944 October 16, 2011
Actor / Writer /
Director
/
Cinematographer /
Captain / Master
Mariner / Sea Dog /
Friend / Storyteller / Lover / Father / Grandfather
/ Uncle / Santa. Just to know him was an adventure.
Ratch was an extraordinary man who will be
missed by family and friends across the planet.
Just to know him was an adventure.
Ratch sailed off into history on October 16, 2011,
but he was where he would have wanted to be;
finishing up the cruising season commanding the
Canadian Empress on the St. Lawrence River.
Born in Toronto on November 7, 1944, Ratch was
the only child of Bill, a bookstore owner, and
Grace, a librarian and expert thoroughbred handicapper. He attended Humberside Collegiate,
Lakefield College and the University of Waterloo.
He began his professional stage career as an actor
at the Crest Theatre in Toronto and the Stratford
Shakespearean Festival. In 1966, he starred in the
pioneering Canadian feature film “The Offering”,
written and directed by David Secter. His film
career encompassed ten feature movies, including
“Ragtime Summer”, for which he wrote the screenplay and also produced with Deanne Judson. He
acted in many radio and television programs and
was active in the administration of his union,
ACTRA. He spent twenty years on a favourite project, writing a screenplay, and researching and
directing the exterior photography for a film based
on the tragic final voyage of the S.S. Edmund
Fitzgerald, a Great Lakes freighter.
On one of many journeys to California, he became
friends with the actor, sailor and novelist Sterling
Hayden. The bond with Hayden rekindled
Ratch’s interest in maritime pursuits, and led to

marine officer training at Georgian College
followed by Great Lakes and North Atlantic
voyages in the fleets of Upper Lakes Shipping and
Imperial Oil. He obtained his Master Mariner certification in due course and, among other commands,
became the captain of the historic 1925 Muskoka
Lakes steamship, the S.S. Segwun. He navigated
fast sailing yachts in several Lake Ontario long
distance races, and combining his talents for
seamanship
and
business,
established
Moviemarine, a company providing vessels and
sailing personnel for film projects.
During this time, from 1981-1987, Ratch played the
role of Kenny Volker, on the CBC television series,
“Seeing Things”. Ratch thoroughly enjoyed playing the role of this hockey playing, tough-guy-witha-heart character. From 1992 - 1999, Ratch was the
Senior Superintendant at Robert Reford, a General
Steamship Agent Company.
Ratch joined QCYC as a Social member in the
early 1990’s and became a Senior Member in 1993
when he brought his boat “Grace” to QCYC. He
was Fleet Captain from 1997 – 1999.
Moira Coull recalls: “Ratch was outstanding as
fleet Captain.”
Norrie Mac Donald ViceCommodore quotes in the Clipper Summertime
1998... Ratch of course leading the fleet is one of the
most dedicated Fleet Captains we have had in
years. This makes my job much easier when we
have a hard working team.” Moira goes on to say, “
Ratch was all about safety as he was a qualified
Captain himself and wanted the Club to follow all
rules related to navigation and safety on the water.
He would not let the Captains drive in bad conditions like high winds and fog. This sometimes did
not go over well when people were waiting for the
tender but his first priority was safety for the crew
and the members. Ratch changed the title of the
"Boat drivers" to Launch Captains and ensured
that they all obtained their official papers to drive
the Queen.” When radar was eventually installed
on the Robins, Ratch ensured the Launch Captains
obtained their radar qualifications.”
Kristen Coull, Kevin Blair, Jack (who worked as a
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shipwright at RCYC as well) and Don Christie
worked as Launch Captains for Ratch. Don
remembers Ratch:
“I met Ratch on the Tender, the old
Algonquin Queen, which I was driving at
the time. He introduced himself and called
me Captain, rather than driver or boat-guy.
Ratch had a way of putting things, a mix of
friend, mentor and storyteller. There was
usually a point to be taken, and with Ratch,
I was always listening for it.
I remember, vividly, him bringing me on to
his beautiful boat, pointing out how when
we both stepped aboard – two big guys – she
barely gave at all despite her size, given her
weight and depth. He showed me her small,
ancient engine; “Just like the African
Queen” he said, pointing out how little effort
it really took to move a vessel, and that with
boats and ships, less is often more. He noted
that the Algonquin Queen could be driven
that way, too. Point taken. I was QCYC’s
senior tender driver at the time and I already
knew I drove the boats a bit hard, as did the
others. I spoke with them and we all held
back a bit on throttle and wheel from that
point on.
Unlike many fellow harbour rats, my plan
didn’t involve boats and water so much and
Ratch sussed that out early, adjusted his
advice accordingly, and offered up an enormous network of people and opportunities
generously.
These are things that many will remember
Ratch for without question; his generosity,
his social reach, his voice and his friendship.
I was with John Coull at the Rex Hotel,
catching up on news of family and friends,
when John told me about Ratch’s passing. In
retrospect, this was an appropriate a place to
receive this news. The sort of place where
Ratch got his name, his story telling voice,
and listened to and connected with others. “
Moira also recalls that prior to being on the Board,

Memorial
Ratch was involved with the film industry and that
he registered QCYC as a property to be used with
the Film industry. Police Academy was shot at the
club and his role was the "head boat wrangler" for
all the on water boat shots. The Kevin Bacon film,
Loosing Chase, was filmed at the Club and there
were lots of shots of the lagoon for HBO.
She also notes that as a Board member he was
involved in: taking charge of correcting environmental issues concerning the Rapids Queen without incurring costly fines or negative publicity;
authorizing the use of the Algonquin Queen to
transport guests to Hanlon’s points to support “Set
Sail for Hope” - a Fundraiser for Camp Trillium, a
camp for children with cancer; and, providing
drawings of a new vessel to replace the Queen that
included lots of safety features. Unfortunately it
could not be built for the budget at that time.
In late 1999, Ratch moved from Toronto to Victoria,
B.C. to be closer to his family and to take a position

with B.C. Ferries, as commanding officer of several
different ships and later, as an executive responsible for aspects of safety, planning and new construction.
Regarding “retirement “ as merely a nuisance, in
2010 he rejoined one of his former employers, Bob
Clarke at the St. Lawrence Cruise Lines, operating
cruise ships down the St. Lawrence River between
Quebec and Ontario. He was happily engaged in
this when he suffered a sudden heart attack and
died on October 16, 2011.
Captain Wallace was an ebullient, high-spirited
and kind man who enjoyed cultivating friendships
with a wide cast of characters and then introducing
them to each other. He was a man full of integrity,
and was generous to those with his time and
support. No one was ever boring to Ratch- he was
always able to find their story. He thrived on both
being a storyteller and having stories told to him.
His sense of humour was superb and he could spin
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many a fascinating tale with a range of theatrical
effect. As a leader, Captain and boss, he was highly respected, both personally and professionally.
Ratch’s motto was “the art of leadership lies in
liberating people, to do what is required of them, in
the most humane way possible. The true leader
removes obstacles that prevent people from doing
their jobs.” – Anon quote
No one who knew him will ever forget him.
He will be very much missed by his hundreds of
friends and colleagues across Canada.
He is lovingly remembered by his entire family,
including his two daughters and their families:
Kate Wallace and Lance Priestley and their three
children (Jackson, Ruby and Shane); and
Mercedes Calvert and Todd Legault and their children (Johnny and Jake). He will also be deeply
missed by Lissa Calvert, his lifetime companion,
and mother to his daughter Mercedes.

Sailpast 2012
Sailpast at Queen City Yacht Club
Graham Dougall, rearcommodore@qcyc.ca
The Annual Sailpast
and Review of the
Fleet
by
the
Commodore marks
the official opening of
the Club. As events at
QCYC go, this is quite
traditional
and
formal. It is also a day
when all members
celebrate the new sailing season... This is an
all-day event to which all members are invited and
encouraged, if not expected, to attend.

The actual Review of the Fleet begins at as 1345 as
per sailing directions distributed at the Skippers
meeting.

There are three components to the day: Sailpast in
the afternoon, post-Sailpast social, and the
dinner/dance in the Great Hall in the evening.

When you ‘sail past’ the Commodore’s boat, leave
two boat lengths between you and the boat ahead.

The schedule on Saturday, May 19, 2012

When the gun to begin the Review is fired, the
Fleet Captain leads the boats on which Past
Commodores are present, past the Commodore’s
boat. Since the objective is to have an orderly
Sailpast and to allow the Commodore a chance to
salute each boat and the members aboard, please
find the leader of your section and then fall in line
behind it, with boats of like type and length. If your
boat is moving too fast to maintain a good order,
reduce sail or cut power.

Salute the Commodore in the following manner:

1205 Skippers Meeting

· Yachts wearing an ensign (the Canadian flag)
dip the ensign

1345 Review of the Fleet

· Yacht not wearing an ensign, luff the foresail

1600 Sail Past of the Fleet in the Lagoon accompanied by the pipes

The salute should commence one boat length
before reaching the Review Vessel and continue
for one boat length beyond. Where possible the
skipper and crew should stand and face the
Commodore. Only the Commodore salutes by
hand.

1630 Commodore’s Punchbowl Reception
1745 Formal Dinner
1745 Head Table Piped in
2030 Head Table departs for Flag Lowering
Ceremony
2042 Sunset and Flag Lowering Ceremony
2045 Dancing
The Skippers meeting is where the written instructions for the Sailpast are distributed and discussed.
One important aspect of the Review of Fleet is the
orderly line of yachts passing the Commodore’s
anchored yacht. As with many aspects of yachting,
naval traditions drive this practice. The order,
with minor variations, is
Fleet Captain
Past Commodore’s in order of seniority
Sailing vessels, longest first
Power vessels, longest first
Rear Commodore
In order to provide some help in organizing the
fleet, the fleet is divided into groups with assign
group leaders. The order, groups and group leaders are in the handout.

The traditional “dress of the day” is white pants
and navy blazer. Many members follow this standard. But if the weather is lousy, the rule is: stay
warm and dry. (If the weather is really foul, the
Rear Commodore may direct the fleet to remain at
the moorings; in such case, the Commodore’s
yacht or his designate will pass through the
lagoon.) Finally, your boat should look ship-shape:
take up your boat’s fenders; leave the dinghy at
your dock.
Some members watch the Sailpast from the Great
Hall. In the past several years, a few members
participated in Sailpast aboard the Algonquin
Queen II, which acts as a spectator vessel for this
event.. Please reserve with the Office if you intend
to sail on the AQ II.
After you sail past the Commodore, return to your
mooring and “dress ship”. This means hauling
your line of race or signal flags up a halyard to the
top of your mast. A number of the references, listed at the end, discuss this.
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At this point members tend to congregate in various cockpits around the lagoon (assuming the
weather is decent) for drinks and hors d’oeuvres.
At about 1600, the Commodore and Flag Officers
will cruise past the fleet in the Harold S. Robbins.
This is followed at 1630 by the Commodore’s
Punch Bowl on the front lawn of the club (or inside
the main floor lobby if weather is inclement.)
Basically this is a cocktail party and another
opportunity to raise a glass to the Commodore
and/or the new sailing season.
Sailpast dinner is a formal dinner in the Great
Hall (with over-bookings in the dining room)
which begins at 1745 and don’t forget to book your
tickets early!
The dress is “semi-formal”. It is traditional for
men to stay in their ‘whites and blazers’. Some
women do this as well but many change into a
dress or dress pants. Remember that the Great
Hall can be quite chilly in May.
The dinner is followed by the ceremonial Flag
Lowering on the front lawn and then by a great
dance

Article
Put Some Summer in Your Winter – On a Smaller Scale
By Nikolay Roshtansky

for the rowing seat, and sailing benches. The mast
partner, a unique and elegant three-dimensional
piece, went on quite nicely (read “phenomenal
pain in the transom”). Profiles and small parts –
seats, rudder and rudder case, tiller, daggerboard,
blocks, and deadeyes were laminated and shaped
at various stages of construction.

We’ve all heard the slogan, and many of us have
made the trek down to the Exhibition Center for
the Toronto Boat Show. We all want to get away
from winter and the boat show has been my sign
that winter is almost half way through.
But for the last several years, in addition to the boat
show, I have been working on putting some
summer in my winters on a smaller scale – 1/10th
scale to be exact. It all started with an idea, one I’m
sure would sound familiar to more than a few of
you. An idea no doubt spurred on by the not so few
boat building books I’ve read over the years. “Gee –
wouldn’t it be nice to build myself a boat?”
I didn’t approach it empty handed though. I knew
that it would take a few years, and more than likely
cost more than buying a production or one-design
day sailor. Never the less it seemed like an achievable goal. So off I went to find my ideal design for
home-boatbuilding. My searches took me all the
way from a slightly over-ambitious Phialle – a 20’
fractional rig sloop designed by Ted Brewer, to a
more reasonable Falcon – a 14’ centerboard sloop
the plans for which I found in a 1978 edition of
Boat Builder magazine.
In the end I settled on Marisol – a 12-and-a-half
foot daggerboard skiff designed by a Kiwi in the
mid 70’s, and inspired by the many examples I
could find online of Marisols built by both amateur
and professional boat builders I ordered the study
plan booklet from Amazon (Wooden Boat
Publications).
The booklet arrived, and it contained 11”x9”
reprints of the original plans drawn by Mr. Gifford
Jackson as well as some of his personal notes on the
design, the first Marisol built (commissioned by

Jackson to a professional small-boat builder in
Auckland), as well as his review of the boat and her
sliding-gunter rig after having sailed her a few
times.
As an amateur woodworker, I recognized the many
intricacies and complexities in the design after
pouring over the study plans for several weeks.
Being a scale modeler, I decided to put my skills to
the test and create a 1/10th scale model while using
as much of the construction techniques that would
be appropriate for a full size version. This, I
thought, would give me a good idea of what it
would entail to build a real one. This ended up
being valid only to the making, and use of the
construction mold and application of plywood
planking.
I started off by creating a small building platform
akin to a strongback such as would be used in
making small to midsize wooden boats or canoes,
to which I affixed building frames. This is where
the scale compromises took over – a combination
stem post, internal/external keel, stern and reinforcing knees and daggerboard trunk was laminated from two longitudinal pieces (to facilitate a
daggerboard slot). The now one piece keel was
inserted into its slots in the building forms and the
bottom and sides went on followed by the
rubstrake, gunwale, inwhale, and bulkheads and
tops of the forward and rear buoyancy compartments.
After several weeks of watching paint dry… (I
stopped counting after 6 coats of white enamel,
inside and out) the inside details started going in;
rub strips on the bottom, and on the tops of the
buoyancy compartments, scroll frames, stern
knees, breasthook, and the internal frames that
serve as both lateral reinforcements as well as a
mounting for the mainsheet traveler, and supports
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The mast, boom, gaff, oars, and belaying pins were
all carved, and varnished. The sail was hand sewn
using very basic shaped panel construction gained
from The Sailmaker’s Apprentice (McGraw Hill
Publishing). The rigging was all traditional with
served shroud eyes, lanyard-laced deadeyes, sail
laced to spars, and rope-stropped blocks
All in all I have learnt a tremendous amount from
this project and I highly recommend the hobby as
a winter (and tempestuous summer weather) pass
time. Building a model of one’s boat can be an
entertaining, and rewarding experience. It can
also be an educational one by learning about
construction materials and their properties, types
of sailing rigs and their advantages, as well as the
evolution of various parts of the boat and rig and
their application from historic to modern.
Project Summary:
1200 – Hours spent (cutting, gluing, carving,
sanding, painting, sewing, etc.)
300 – Approximate cost of materials (wood,
paint, etc)
3 – Years overall project duration
1 – Exacto knife, weapon of choice
Priceless Lesson Learned: in the absence of any of
the following: a place to build, thousands of hours
of free time, thousands more in dollars to invest in
materials and tools;
Buy an Albacore, Go Sailing!

On The Island
On The Island
Marcia Crist

Welcome home all you migrating islanders.
Another wonderful island summer awaits.
First of all, the current show at the Rectory
Gallery is a photographic exhibition by islanders
Peter Dewdney and Joanna Kidd. Drop by and
have a look. Also keep in mind there is an opening party at the gallery to open a new exhibition
each month. The openings are from 7-9pm on the
first Wednesday of each month. We have a good
line up of shows by island and city artists over this
summer. Please join us. It's always a good party!
The AIA clubhouse on Algonquin still has three
film nights and a dance or two coming up. I will get
someone to post those events weekly on the
bulletin board. The Wards Island clubhouse is just
waking up for its wild summer season. Keep your
eyes open for posters announcing the first events
as they are announced probably starting sometime in May. I will get signage posted at QC for
these events as well. One new addition to the
Wards clubhouse is the new Island Cafe Beer
Garden. Now you can have a delicious homemade
burrito or burger, etc. and enjoy it with a beer or
glass of wine. Try it out and support a great island
business.The Rectory Cafe Gallery is always an
option island side as well.
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CAN YOUR CLUB BEAT OUR CLUB?

Don't forget the tennis courts are available with a
tennis membership from the WIA.The Canoe
Club is an option for both kids and adults.

For two years running, the Graham Dougall Trophy,
awarded to the best showing by a yacht club at the
QCYC Open has stayed at Queen City. In 2012,
we’re going for three in a row. We don’t
expect that any other club can take it
from us, but we’d love to see you try...

I will do my best to keep you up to date on events
and activities on the island this summer. There
will be lots to do to make it an exciting and busy
time ON THE ISLAND.

QCYC QCYC QCYC QCYC QCYC QCYC

QCYC

QCYC

QCYC QCYC

QCYC

Saturday, September 8th, 2012
n Classes: IRC, PHRF, Whitesail, One-Design Fleets
n Entry Fee: $55 n Register Online: www.LORC.org n More Info: www.QCYC.ca
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Article
Return of the Albacores to QCYC
Reprinted from Albacore Newsletter - Shackles and Cringles
Ten years after its demise, the Albacore has
returned to Queen City Yacht Club's (QCYC)
junior fleet.
The venerable Toronto Island club last used
Albacores in the 1990s before replacing them with
the more popular youth training boat, the Club 420.
But this year the Albacore returned when two boats
were bought by a group of enthusiastic junior
sailors.
The rebirth of the Albacore began this past summer
when QCYC head coach, Michael Weber, joined
Westwood Sailing Club, one of the four Torontoarea community clubs with Albacores. "When I
joined Westwood I discovered a vibrant Albacore
racing scene that was friendly and very competitive," says Weber.
Weber quickly saw the Albacore as an asset to his
junior sailing program.
"There is a well established junior 420 and Laser
racing circuit, but these regattas are restricted to
kids and only occur in July and August," Weber
says. "With its busy May to October racing schedule, adding the Albacore extends the sailing season
and lets young sailors race with adults. And it's
right in front of our club."
QCYC's first boat was bought by 15-year-old
Daniel Sheedy with the help from longtime
Albacore sailor, Henry Pedro. Sheedy plans to do
some upgrades over the winter in preparation for
next year.

He is particularly impressed at how the fleet has
welcomed the kids. "Fleet members have lent the
kids boats and asked them to crew. The kids feel
comfortable asking questions. It adds an entire new
learning realm outside of their sailing school."
Weber plans to continue to promote the Albacore at
QCYC in 2012. "I would like to see a couple more
families buy boats and race next summer and get
more of our coaches racing with the kids."
For the junior race team, Weber explains that the
Albacore will compliment its program as a training
tool. "The 420 will continue to be our primary training boat and the 420 youth regattas our end goals.
The Albacore will allow the kids to sail after sailing
school and on weekends while increasing their
water time."

Rachel Harris, 16, bought the second boat. "I wanted a boat that I could sail with my friends and get
more racing experience, " explains Harris. "The
420 is too small but the Albacore can easily fit three
people and its stability is perfect for teaching my
mom and dad."
Rachel bought Dave Provan's 7942 and her inaugural sail was during Monster's Halloween Regatta
when she raced to a respectful mid-fleet finish with
fellow QCYC junior sailor, Richard Evans.
Weber says the kids' response to the boat has been
very positive. "Even with some deep finishes at the
International Regatta, they enjoyed the racing and
social scene. While most junior sailors stopped sailing on Labour Day our juniors have been playing
on Albacores all fall."
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Weber forecasts that the Albacore will eventually be
reintroduced to more Toronto area junior programs.
"Sure, it's an old boat that the coaches will be quick
to mock. But it's a hot topic right now that the best
way to promote sailing is to get kids racing with
family, friends, and adults, which the Albacore does
perfectly.
"You couple that with almost a hundred races in the
Toronto area every summer and it's a no-brainer if
you want more kids sailing--and sailing faster."
For more information on QCYC's junior program,
visit its Facebook page: QCYC Junior Sailing
Rachel Harris sails her new boat with fellow QCYC
junior sailor, Richard Evans, in this year's
Halloween Regatta.

Junior Club Staff In Jamaica
Junior Club Staff Warms Up for Summer in Jamaica
Mike Weber, Head Instructor QCYC Learn to Sail Program
The first-ever QCYC
Junior Club Easter
Conference was held
from April 3-6 in
Montego
Bay,
Jamaica.
The conference was
attended by three of
QC's
instructors,
Jamie Ingall, Isabelle
Ziarko, and Michael
Weber.
Meetings
took place at the Montego Bay Yacht Club, Round
Hill Resort and Villas, and various rum shops
along the north coast of the Caribbean country.
Among the items on the agenda were lesson planning, the new CANSail curriculum, race team
scheduling, new activities and rehydration.
According to Jamie Ingall, the conference was a
success. "This was a great opportunity to get a
jump start on the summer. The program will only
get better this summer. We are excited to introduce
many new and fun things for the kids. Also, I
found we made tremendous progress in terms of
increasing our tolerance for the long summer
days."
Michael Weber notes that moving the meeting
from the original location of the Best Western
Hotel and Conference Centre in Mississauga to
Jamaica also proved to be a good idea. "We found

that being in Jamaica
helped to expand our
mind and forced us to
think outside of the box.
I'd say it was a total
creative and inspiring
environment," Weber
says.
Besides a rigorous meeting schedule, the instructors also participated in
various
professional
development activities,
including the "Mosquito
Cove Race", also known
as the "Great Yacht
Race". The race, held
annually since the 1930s,
is the biggest sailboat race in Jamaica. It includes a
twelve mile downwind cruise to Mosquito Cove
and a race back to Montego Bay the following day.
Five J/22s entered the Great Yacht Race and the
QCYC instructors were represented on almost half
of the fleet.
Overall, the conference was a tremendous success
and the team already looks forward to this coming
summer. "Although I seem to have a perpetual
headache from all the concentrating and long
meetings, I feel it was worth every sip, er, minute,"
Ziarko says.
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Calendars and Schedules
Queen City Yacht Club - May 2012
Sun

Mon

Tue
1

Wed
2

Thu
3

Queen City Yacht Club - June 2012
Fri
4

Sat
5

Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

08:00
Work Party
6

7

8

9

08:00
Work Party
13

20

14

21

15

28

16

17

18:15
Wed. Race
Series 1-1

18:30
Board
Meeting

23

24

22

Victoria
Day
27

10

11

18:35
Participant's
Meeting

18:15
Wed. Race
Series 1-2
28

30

LORC
ABYC
Open...

18

12

3

09:30
Marine
Emergency
Day

LOSHRS
Race 1

19

10

12:05
Sail Past

RCYC
Open
Regatta

25

26

17

18:30
Spring
AGM

LORC
ABYC
Open...

• LOSHRS
Race 3
• Blessing

31

24

4

6

11

12

13

May 16 - Sep. 3
High Season

Sept 4 - 23
Racing & Mid-Season

Monday

Closed

Closed

Closed

Tuesday

Closed

5:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Closed

Wednesday

Closed - Open May 9 for
Open Participants Meeting

5:00pm - 10:00 pm 5:00pm - 10:00 pm

Thursday

Closed

5:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Friday

5:00 pm - 9:00 pm

5:00 pm - 10:00 pm 5:00 pm - 9:00 pm

11:30 am - 9:00 pm 9:00 am - 10:00 pm 9:00 am - 9:00 pm

Sunday

11:30 am - 8:00 pm 9:00 am - 9:00 pm

AM

PM

9:00 am - 8.00 pm
Sunday Hours

Bar Hours
Monday

Closed

Closed

Closed

Tuesday

Closed

4:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Closed

Wednesday

Closed

3:00 pm - 10.00 pm 4:00pm - 10:00 pm

Thursday

Closed

4:00 pm -9:00 pm

Friday**

5:00 pm - 10:00 pm 3:00 pm - 11:00 pm 5:00 - 10:00 pm

Saturday**

12 noon - 10:00 pm 12 noon - 11:00 pm 12 noon - 10:00 pm

Sunday

12 noon - 9:00 pm

* Statutory Holidays use Sunday Schedule
** 1:00 AM on function nights

Sunday Hours

9

RCYC Open
Regatta

14

15

16

18:15
Wed. Race
Series 1-5
18

25

19

26

• Lobsterfest
• LOSHRS
Race 2

20

21

18:15
Wed. Race
Series 1-6

18:30
Board
Meeting

27

28

22

23

29

30

C&C
Regatta at
NYC

• C&C Regatta
• NOSLC QCYC

Summer | April 30 – September 3
Holidays | Mon. May 21, Mon. Jul. 2, Mon. Aug. 6 and Mon Sep. 3
Special Event | Sailpast May 19, NMN Jun. 2, Lobsterfest Jun. 16,
Women’s Skippers Race Aug. 11, Pig Roast Sep. 1
Departure times shown are from city side at the foot of York Street
Deduct 15 minutes for Departure time from Club House
Last-minute changes will be posted on the QuickClipper, time permitting.
Check with the club office at 416.203.0929.

5:00pm - 9:00 pm

Saturday

12 noon - 9:00 pm

8

Music &
Comedy

Tender Schedule

May 4 - May 15
Sept 24 - Oct 14
Open & Closing

Sunday Hours

7

18:15
Wed. Race
Series 1-4

Restaurant Hours

Statutory Holidays*

5

18:15
Wed. Race
Series 2-1

Sunday Hours

Sat
2

Susan Hood • SusanHood
Trophy Race • NewMembers
Night

18:15
Wed. Race
Series 1-3

Statutory Holidays* Sunday Hours

Fri
1

5:00pm - 9:00 pm

12 noon - 8:00 pm
AM

Sunday Hours

Mon
8:15
*8:45

Tue
8:15
*8:45

Wed
8:15
*8:45

Thu
8:15
*8:45

Fri
8:15
*8:45

R 10:15 R 10:15 R 10:15 R 10:15 R 10:15
R 11:15
R 11:15
R 12:15 R 12:15 R 12:15 12:15
12:15
R +1:15
1:15
R 2:15 R 2:15 R 2:15 R 2:15
2:15
R 3:15 R 3:15
3:15
3:15
3:15
+3:45
4:15
4:15
4:15
4:15
4:15
+4:45
4:45
5:15
5:15
5:15
5:15
5:15
5:45
6:15
6:15
6:15
6:15
6:15
7:15
7:15
7:15
7:15
7:15
8:15
8:15
8:15
8:15
8:15
9:15
9:15
9:15
9:15
9:15
+9:45
10:15
10:15
10:15
10:15
10:15
+10:45
+11:15
11:15
12:15

Sat
8:15

Sun
8:15

Holiday
8:15

9:15
10:15
11:15
12:15
1:15
2:15
3:15

9:15
10:15
11:15
12:15
1:15
2:15
3:15

9:15
10:15
11:15
12:15
1:15
2:15
3:15

4:15

4:15

4:15

5:15

5:15

5:15

6:15
7:15
8:15
9:15

6:15
7:15
8:15
9:15

6:15
7:15
8:15
9:15

10:15

10:15

10:15

11:15
12:15
**1:15

N11:15

* 8:45am. Weekdays begins Mon. Jul. 3. ** 1:15am Special Events only.
N = 11:15pm Sun. when Mon. is a holiday. + Beginning May 16. R = Robbins in service.
Cash Fare return trip $ 7.00 available from the tender captain. No one way fares.
10 Tickets - $ 65.00 available in the office. Members: Please present your Membership Card

All Set Hospitality
Welcomes everyone back for a great summer.
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